Temporal dynamics of the human gut microbiota is of fundamental importance for the development of proper gut function and maturation of the immune system. Here we present a description of infant gut ecological dynamics using a combination of nonlinear data modeling and simulations of the early infant gut colonization processes. Principal component analysis of infant microbiota 16S rRNA gene microarray data showed that the main directions of variation were defined by three phylumspecific probes targeting Bacteroides, Proteobacteria and Firmicutes. Nonlinear regression analysis identified several dynamic interactions between these three phyla. Simulations of the early phylum-level colonization process showed the relatively rapid establishment of an equilibrium community after an unstable initial phase. In general, varying the initial composition of phyla in the simulations had little bearing on the final equilibrium. The dynamic interaction model was found to maintain its predictive ability for Proteobacteria and Firmicutes well into the simulation, whereas Bacteroides densities tended to be underestimated, possibly due to host top-down selection for Bacteroides. In accordance with our model, initial perturbation of the microbiota by different mode of delivery (vaginal and C-section) did not affect the later phylum composition in the infants investigated. Considering the predictive ability and convergence of our phylum-level model, we now propose that deterministic bacterial-bacterial interactions are more important for shaping the human infant gut microbiota than previously anticipated.
Introduction
Although the importance of the human gastrointestinal microbiota is now widely recognized (Stappenbeck et al., 2002; Guarner and Malagelada, 2003; Hooper, 2004; Rakoff-Nahoum et al., 2004; Backhed et al., 2005; Mazmanian et al., 2005; Turnbaugh et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008) , the mechanistic foundations of persistence and dynamics are not well developed (Zoetendal et al., 2006; Ley et al., 2006a; Dethlefsen et al., 2007) . One reason for this is the fact that many concepts and methods developed for the ecological study of animals and plants have yet to be implemented in microbial ecology (Prosser et al., 2007) . A second complicating factor is the virtual absence of good time-series data from microbial systems such as the human gastrointestinal microbiota. In order to achieve realistic models of systems' dynamics and biotic/abiotic interactions, temporal population data of adequate resolution are required (Turchin, 2003) . Recently, the first relatively extensive time-series data set describing the development of the microbiota in 14 infants became available in the public domain (Palmer et al., 2007) . This set was based on B25 stool samples from each child, collected sequentially, and subsequently analyzed using microarrays measuring relative quantities of 2149 different species and taxonomic groups.
There has been a debate as to what extent the human microbiota is controlled by the host through top-down mechanisms involving, for example, the immune system, relative to microbiota-intrinsic mechanisms involving competitive and cooperative ecological interactions (Dethlefsen et al., 2006; Ley et al., 2006a) . In infants, it is reasonable to assume that the latter mechanisms are dominant, as infants do not possess fully developed immune systems (Kelly et al., 2007) . As such, it should be feasible to derive realistic dynamic models of the infant microbiota based solely on population time series, within analytical and conceptual frameworks familiar from other ecosystems (Trosvik et al., 2008) .
The biotic factors that regulate populations of organisms are generally thought of as being density dependent, and they often operate in a nonlinear fashion (Turchin, 1995) . Statistical models for investigating population dynamic phenomena may be formulated with specified parameters describing the various density-dependent mechanisms (Kendall et al., 1999) , be that for the purpose of inference, hypothesis testing or prediction. The implementation of the mechanistic modeling approach does, however, require extensive a priori knowledge of the ecological system under study to properly specify the functional form of the individual model terms (Wood, 2001) . In cases in which a priori information on a system is scarce, a nonparametric modeling approach that requires a minimum of assumptions about the mechanistic workings of the system is often preferable. The generalized additive modeling framework (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990 ) offers one such approach. This regression technique incorporates nonparametric smoothing functions for investigation of nonlinear effects without the need for a priori assumptions about functional relationships, with the possibility of including fully specified parametric terms in a model. Generalized additive models (GAMs) have been used extensively for analysis of short and noisy ecological time series, providing insight into the dynamics of a range of different systems (Jannicke Moe et al., 2005; Stenseth et al., 2006; Stige et al., 2006) .
The aim of this study was to explore and model the intra-bacterial interactions underlying the main dynamic phenomena in the early infant gut, using the GAM framework without any underlying assumptions other than that members of the microbiota somehow interact with one another. The recently published microarray data (Palmer et al., 2007) and quantitative PCR (qPCR) data from the same study formed the empirical foundation of this study. Owing to the sampling scheme, our analysis was focused on data for the first 2 weeks of the infants' lives, as sampling during this period was frequent and regular. This focus should also help minimize any effects of host forcing, which may otherwise represent a confounding factor in our analysis. Using our interaction model, we simulated the early colonization process under a variety of early exposure scenarios.
We present results showing that the main dynamic phenomena in the data can be explained by the three phylum-range (Proteobacteria, Firmicutes and Bacteroides) probes. In the simulations the three phyla were generally able to reach a stable state within 20-40 days, although certain initial conditions were found to delay the establishment of equilibrium by a significant amount of time. In the case of Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, we show that the dynamic model retained good predictive ability after 120 days of simulated growth. For Bacteroides, however, this ability was lost, and the model had a tendency to underestimate the density of this group at advanced time points, suggesting that factors other than intra-bacterial interactions are complicit in the establishment of Bacteroides in the infant microbiota. We discuss the main dynamic interactions identified, the consequences of these interactions for predicting the colonization process in the human infant gut and the evolutionary implications of the phylum-level interaction model.
Materials and methods

Data
We used data recently published by Palmer et al. (2007) . These were phylogenetic microarray data based on 2149 16S rRNA gene probes with varying degrees of specificity. The arrays were used to survey the fecal bacterial content of 14 infants from birth until 1 year of age. In particular, for the first 2 weeks each infant was sampled on a nearly daily basis, with subsequent sampling being less frequent and regular. Owing to this sampling scheme, we focused our analysis on the early samples.
Real-time qPCR data were also made available by Palmer et al. for the majority of the samples assayed by microarray. These data provided us with a measure of overall bacterial density in the samples.
For the initial principal component analysis (PCA), we used microarray data from all infants corresponding to the first 2 weeks of sampling, representing relative abundance measurements for a total of 161 samples. Before computing the PCA model all probe intensity values were converted to percentages of the total probe intensity for a given sample.
A number of samples were left out of the nonlinear regression modeling. These samples included all those taken from infants 4, 6 and 10, as these individuals had received antibiotic treatment during their first 2 weeks of life. Antibiotics constitute an obvious source of external forcing of the gut microbiota, and as our main concern was bacteriabacteria interactions, these samples would have represented a confounding factor in our analysis. We observed dramatic dips at certain points in the qPCR data for some of the infants (Supplementary Figure S1) . In three cases, these measurements were identical to the sixth decimal, leading us to believe that these extreme values represented a detection threshold. For infant 1, the dip occurred in the middle of the time series, and thus data for this individual was excluded from further analysis in its entirety. In infants 2 and 8, the dips occurred at the beginning of the series, and the extreme measurements were removed from the data along with measurements for any preceding samples (three samples from infant 2 and two samples from infant 8). Finally, the first sample from infants 5, 9 and 12 were omitted, as these were found to constitute high leverage outliers. Such deviant data points would have undue influence in regression modeling, making the estimated model less robust.
To obtain response variables for nonlinear regression, the 10 short series included in the analysis of each bacterial group were log transformed and differenced (see below) separately before concatenation, producing three final series each of 98 data points. Similarly, predictor variables were log transformed before concatenation of lag 1 measurements, producing three series of equal length.
Statistical analysis
Principal component analysis is a data compression and visualization technique that extracts latent variables representing directions of maximum variance in data matrices. This is carried out by decomposing a matrix of samples and variables, X, into a set of orthogonal (uncorrelated) scores, T, representing the main variance components within the samples (infants sampled at different time points) and loadings, and, P, defining the variables (microarray probes) responsible for the main observed variation. The original matrix of samples and variables can then be written as the product of the most dominant scores and their corresponding loadings, X ¼ TP t þ E, where E is a matrix of residuals representing the unexplained variation in X. PCA was carried out using the 'prcomp' function in the R package 'stats'. All variables were zero centered by subtraction of the variable means before computation of the PCA model. For a more thorough account of PCA theory, we refer to Martens and Naes (1989) .
Nonlinear regression analysis was carried out by fitting GAMs (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990) . Within the GAM framework a normally distributed response variable, y, is related to a set of explanatory variables, x and z, through the nonparametric smooth functions, s 1 and s 2 , as in
where b is an intercept representing the response mean and e is a residual term. The nonparametric functions, s 1 and s 2 , are cubic spline smoothers, that is, piecewise cubic polynomials with the pieces joined at knots specified by the values of x and z. The optimal degree of smoothing is estimated using generalized cross-validation (GCV) (Wood, 2000) , which provides a means of balancing goodness-of-fit with model complexity. For a systematic account of the GAM methodology, we refer to (Wood, 2006) .
In the case of Proteobacteria, the full GAM would be as follows:
where DP t is a vector containing the per time-unit changes in log Proteobacterial abundance calculated as (P t þ 1 -P t ). f P , g P and h P are nonparametric smooth functions specifying the effects of log abundances of Proteobacteria (P t ), Bacteroides (B t ) and Firmicutes (F t ), respectively. b P is an intercept, whereas e Pt is an error term. Full models for Bacteroides and Firmicutes had equivalent formulations. For each smooth term in each model, the maximum degrees of freedom were set to 4. This puts a restraint on the nonlinearity of the smooth terms, decreasing the chance of overfitting.
The overall model structure of each GAM was also determined according to the GCV criterion (Wood, 2000) , with the model structure producing the lowest GCV score generally being preferred. The GAM algorithm provides approximate P-values for assessing the fit to the data of the individual smooth functions. Final models were selected by removing smooth terms with high P-values, inspecting the resulting GCV scores, and omitting the terms whose removal lowered the GCV score (Supplementary Table S1 ). All GAM computations were carried out using the implementation in the R package 'mgcv' (Wood and Augustin, 2002) .
The applicability of the additivity assumption implicit in the GAM model formulation was checked using a Lagrange multiplier test for additivity (Chan et al., 2003) , using 300 bootstrap repeats. This technique tests whether the coefficients of higher-order interaction terms within a model equation are significantly different from zero, that is, whether it would be appropriate to include model terms that are products of two or more covariates. As our models featured a maximum of three covariates, we carried out the test for all possible combinations of second-order interaction terms in the case of each model equation.
Simulations of the early colonization process of the infant gut were carried out using various starting densities of Proteobacteria, Firmicutes and Bacteroides according to a factorial scheme (Supplementary Table S3 ), in which starting abundances of each group were either high (9.6 log units for Bacteroides, 9.7 for Proteobacteria and 9.5 for Firmicutes) or low (4.2 log units for Bacteroides, 6.0 for Proteobacteria and 6.2 for Firmicutes). The starting values were chosen based on the span of the observed abundance distributions of the respective groups (Supplementary Table S3 ). The rationale for the length of the simulation was the fact that 13 of the 14 babies who were surveyed were sampled after B120 days (baby 1 being the exception) and provided both microarray and qPCR data for assessing the predictive ability of the model. For each step of the simulation, the bacterial abundance covariates were updated by model predictions from the previous time step, producing the simulated series.
All statistical analyses were carried out using the R software (R Development Core Team, 2007) .
Results
Principal component analysis of the microarray relative abundance data for all 14 infants during the first 2 weeks showed that variability in probe intensity could be attributed mainly to abundance Dynamics of infant gut microbiota P Trosvik et al fluctuations in three bacterial phyla ( Figure 1) ; Bacteroides (represented by probe 2.15-FLEXI-BACTER-CYTOPHAGA-BACTEROIDES), Proteobacteria (represented by probe 2.28-PROTEO-BACTERIA) and Firmicutes (represented by probe 2.30-GRAM-POSITIVE BACTERIA). The probes specific for these divisions defined the directions of the two highest eigenvalue principal components, accounting for 80.1% of the variance in the microarray data. Therefore, further analysis was focused on data for these three probes.
Multiplication of the relative abundance estimates of the domains in question by their corresponding qPCR measurements produced 14 short time series (Supplementary Figure S1) . Data from 10 of these series were used for GAM modeling (see rationale in Materials and methods section). From the class of full-additive models, the following three were selected according to the GCV criterion (Supplementary Table S2) as described in the Materials and methods section:
Inspection of model residuals showed that these were approximately normally distributed (Supplementary Figure S2 ), homoscedastic (that is, have homogeneous variances; Supplementary Figure S3 ) and without discernable autocorrelation structure (Supplementary Figure S4) . Using the Lagrange multiplier test, we did not identify any statistically significant second-order interaction terms (Supplementary Table S2 ), suggesting that the fully additive model formulation specified above was appropriate. Descriptive statistics for the selected models are listed in Table 1 , showing the statistical significance of model terms and demonstrating considerable proportions of explained variance in the case of each model. Figure 2 shows the shapes of the smooth terms included in the selected models, that is, the type of effect that each covariate term was found to have on their respective response terms. These plots can be used to identify the nature of the bacteria-bacteria interactions, for example, the strength of competition can be discerned by checking the negative slope of a smooth term. According to the selected interaction model, the three bacterial groups display varying degrees of density-dependent intraphylum competition (Supplementary Figure 2a, f and g), with the strongest effect seen in the Firmicutes (Figure 2f ) and the weakest in the Proteobacteria (Figure 2a) . Furthermore, the Proteobacteria are in direct competition with the two other groups ( Figures  2a and b) , whereas the Firmicutes are inhibited by Bacteroides (Figure 2e ), but apparently benefit from the presence of Proteobacteria at moderate densities ( Figure 2d ). The Bacteroides are in a competitive relationship with the Firmicutes (Figure 2h ), but are apparently unaffected by the Proteobacteria. The interaction model (Equation (1), Figure 2 ) is represented as a network diagram in Figure 3 . Using the interaction model of Equation (1), we simulated the colonization process for 120 time steps (B4 months) at various initial compositions of the three phyla. In most of the simulations the three phyla were able to reach an early equilibrium state with the Proteobacteria dominating, Firmicutes occurring at intermediate levels and Bacteroides Table S1 ).
Dynamics of infant gut microbiota P Trosvik et al occurring at the lowest densities (Figure 4) . However, not all of the simulations converged on the same profile at the end of the simulated period. Low starting densities of Bacteroides along with high densities of Proteobacteria resulted in elevated levels of both these groups (7.1 vs 6.8 and 9.2 vs 9.0 log units, respectively) after 120 simulated time steps, regardless of the starting density of Firmicutes (Figures 4a and b) , although yielding decreased Firmicutes densities (7.7 vs 8.3 log units) (Figures 4b  and c) . From these starting points nearly 250 time steps of simulation were needed for the equilibrium state to be reached (data not shown).
Discussion
The study by Palmer et al. (2007) showed that the infant microbiota can be extremely unstable, both in Figure 2 Plots of smooth terms from the selected generalized additive models (GAMs) (Equation (1)). The graphs summarize the functional relationship between response variable and covariate terms for each model equation, indicating the nature of the interactions between the three bacterial phyla (that is, degree of competition, cooperation, and nonlinearities in their functional relationships). Covariate values (log abundances; smooth terms on the right-hand side of Equation (1)) are on the abscissae. The ordinate axes indicate the partial additive effect of each covariate term on the response (per time-unit change in log abundance of a phylum; left-hand side of Equation (1)). For example, panel a describes the effect of proteobacterial abundance on proteobacterial dynamics (that is, intra-phylum interactions), which can be seen to be nonlinear but predominantly negative (competitive). The interpretation of the nonlienarity in this term would be that, at low abundances, competition within the proteobacterial phylum is not detectable, whereas at higher densities, the Proteobacteria inhibit their own growth. Panels b and c describe the effect of Bacteroides and Firmicutes log abundances on proteobacterial dynamics, respectively. Both of these terms are strictly negative (competitive), meaning that higher densities of Bacteroides and Firmicutes have more adverse effects of proteobacterial proliferation. The response term of a given function is approximated by the sum of its smooth terms plus an intercept representing the response mean. By convention all smooth terms of a function sum to zero. The shaded areas are 95% confidence bands. The rug plots along the abscissae indicate covariate values. The dots surrounding the regression lines are partial residuals. Panels a, b and c are from the GAM describing Proteobacteria (P) dynamics. Panels d, e and f are for Firmicutes (F). Panels g and h are for Bacteroides (B). Dynamics of infant gut microbiota P Trosvik et al terms of community composition and total bacterial load. In this study we have shown that, even though strong fluctuations may be observed, these dynamic properties may, to a large extent, be explained by a relatively simple model of bacterial interactions.
Bacteroides Proteobacteria
The main feature of our interaction model was competition, both within and between phyla. These interactions are crucial for determining the longterm structure of the system (Figure 4 ) by checking the abundance of individuals within each phylum. The Firmicutes were found to display the most pronounced intra-phylum competitive effect (Figure 2f ), suggesting a role for members of this phylum as founder bacteria with high initial growth rates and reduced competitiveness at high densities. These properties would enable the Firmicutes to rapidly colonize vacant niches, although they would not be able to sustain extremely high densities due to competitive pressure. Strong intra-phylum competition could also explain the large fluctuations seen in the initial part of the simulation of Firmicutes growth (Figures 4b and c) . Interestingly, the intra-phylum effect is quite weak within the Proteobacteria (Figure 2a) , probably facilitating the high equilibrium densities reached by this phylum both in simulations and in the empirical data (Figures 4a and c) . The Proteobacteria also display quite smooth trajectories towards the equilibrium state, as well a quite low standard error for the abundance measurements at 120 days, which may also be explained by lax intra-phylum competition. It is also interesting to note that up to a threshold density of B8 log units Proteobacteria seem to be of benefit to the Firmicutes (Figure 2d ), although it is not clear how one group of bacteria may facilitate the growth of the other. The remaining interactions in the model are strictly competitive, contributing to phylum-level population regulation and the ultimate stabilization at the equilibrium obtained in the simulated colonization (Figure 4 ).
In the model simulations, the three groups were generally predicted to reach a stable state roughly within a month, with the time required to get there, as well as the path taken, determined by initial exposure (Figure 4 ). The fact that certain initial conditions caused the equilibrium state to be delayed by B150 days underscores the potential role of initial exposure in early infant microbiota dynamics. In the case of Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, both the states reached by the end of the simulated period roughly match those observed in the data produced by Palmer et al. (2007) , with predictions falling within two standard errors of the mean densities as measured by microarray and qPCR ( Figure 4) . As our dynamic model only included bacteria-bacteria interactions, this result suggests that competition and commensalism among microbes go a long way in explaining the persistence of these two important groups of gut inhabitants during the early phase of life. However, for Bacteroides both of the predicted final states represent lower densities than the observed mean minus two standard errors at 120 days (Figures 4a  and b) . This result suggests that bacteria-bacteria interactions are not adequate for explaining the dynamics of Bacteroides in the infant gut microbiota, and that group selection by the host may be taking place.
Clearly, there are potential factors besides the microbiota itself that may influence the bacterial population dynamics of the infant gut. Such factors may be, for example, the presence of bacteriophages or bacteria-host interactions (Dethlefsen et al., 2006) . Contingencies of early life events, such as mode of delivery, have also been suggested as determinants of microbiota development (Penders et al., 2006) . Surprisingly, however, we did not find statistically significant effects of mode of delivery on microbiota composition in 4-month-old infants as pertaining to the three dominant bacterial phyla (Supplementary Table S4 ). In fact, our dynamic model was able to account for significant proportions of the observed variation, suggesting that bacteria-bacteria interactions form a key element Dynamics of infant gut microbiota P Trosvik et al in determining the composition of the human gastrointestinal microbiota early in life.
Our results support the notion that development of the human gastrointestinal microbiota is largely deterministic, both because of interactions within the microbiota and host forcing. In our model, the tendency of the microbiota to converge on a common profile may be explained by a small number of simple phylum-level interactions, although the predominance of Bacteroides in the more mature profile requires further explanatory factors. Phylum-level convergence is also in accordance with the recent discovery that the phylogeny of the human microbiota has a fan-like structure with low complexity on the deep lineage level, but very high complexity at more shallow levels (Dethlefsen et al., 2007) . Furthermore, it has been shown that the human microbiota is linked to the host metabolic phenotype in obese individuals through phylum-level interactions involving the balance between abundances of Firmicutes and Bacteroides (Ley et al., 2006b) . According to our model, ecological interactions at the phylum level are structured and deterministic, whereas the study by Palmer et al. (2007) showed that dynamics at lower taxonomic levels are seemingly chaotic. These results lend themselves to the interpretation that phylum-level interactions are evolutionary characters that are most likely ancient and conserved, promoting the emergence of a functional community profile. We believe that, as more and better data become available, integration of evolutionary thinking and ecological modeling will be of great importance for understanding the mechanisms underpinning the development of the human gut microbiota.
